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Abstract
This paper presents a method for estimating the competing
speaker count with deep spectral and spatial embedding fusion.
The basic idea is that mixed speech can be projected into an
embedding space using neural networks where embedding vec-
tors are orthogonal for different speakers while parallel for the
same speaker. Therefore, speaker count estimation can be per-
formed by computing the rank of the mean covariance matrix of
the embedding vectors. It is also a feature combination method
in speaker embedding space instead of simply combining fea-
tures at the input layer of neural networks. Experimental results
show that embedding-based method is better than classification-
based method where the network directly predicts the count of
speakers and spatial features help to speaker count estimation.
In addition, the features combined in the embedding space can
achieve more accurate speaker counting than features combined
at the input layer of nueral networks when tested on anechoic
and reverberant datasets.
Index Terms: speaker count estimation, embedding space,
competing speaker

1. Introduction
Picking up the target speaker’s voice has always been a difficult
problem in an environment where multiple speakers are talk-
ing simultaneously while other perturbation sources are present.
However, Most speech separation methods have one major
problem that the competing speaker count has to be known.
Therefore, the number of sound sources present in an acoustic
scene is crucial information for not only speech separation but
also sound localization [1], sound surveillance [2] and multi-
talker speech recognition [3].

However, the competing speaker count in the real environ-
ment cannot be directly obtained. Fortunately, there are several
strategies to solve this problem in more recent works. The first
one is counting by speaker diarization [4, 5]. It counts by detect-
ing who starts and ends speaking in a period of time. It appears
to be a very complex problem and when sources are simulta-
neously active, the existing segmentation strategies will fail in
real cocktail party environments. The second one is counting
by direction of arrival (DOA) [6, 7, 8]. It is determined by man-
ually determining thresholds or detecting the number of peaks.
The main weakness of this method is that it cannot deal with the
situation where multiple speakers are close in space. The third
one is counting by clustering in the time-frequency (TF) domain
[6, 9, 10]. However, the method is generally limited to the ane-
choic setting and often require additional maximum number of
competing speakers. The fourth one is the multi-channel ap-
proach based on the eigenvalue analysis of the estimated spatial
covariance matrix (SCM) [11, 12] but cannot be used in an un-
derdetermined setup. The last strategy is counting using deep

neural networks [13, 14, 15, 16]. Built upon powerful machine
learning technology, it directly maps input representations into
speaker count. Although this strategy is feasible, it lacks math-
ematical interpretability.

Motivated by the Deep Clustering (DC) [17, 18] in speaker
counting and separation [19], this work proposes a multi-
channel method with deep spectral and spatial embedding
space fusion (EBFMC) for competing speaker count estimation.
Spectral features represent speakers’ content information while
spatial features represent speakers’ spatial orientations. Since
the embedding space trained by spectral features and spatial fea-
tures may be complementary, two embedding spaces are firstly
pre-trained and then mapped into a new embedding space. This
method is capable to achieve a good estimation of the compet-
ing speaker count.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion presents the proposed method EBFMC. The section three
reports the generation of the experimental data, experimental
environment and experimental results. Finally, the last section
summarizes the paper.

2. The proposed counting system
In this section, we present the proposed multi-channel deep
spectral and spatial embedding fusion based competing speaker
count estimation system EBFMC, which is shown in Figure
1. Firstly, speech signals of multiple speakers are collected
from a microphone array. Spectral and spatial features are then
extracted from those multi-channel signals. Next the spectral
features and the spatial features are mapped into their respec-
tive embedding spaces by using multi-layer Bi-directional Long
Short-Term Memory networks (BLSTMs). Since different dis-
tribution of their respective embeddings, two embedding spaces
are finally mapped into one embedding space through a fully
connected layer. Finally, the competing speaker count is ob-
tained by estimating the rank of the covariance matrix of the
embedding vectors.

2.1. Input features

Our system uses the spectral and spatial features as the input
features. The difference between single-channel and multi-
channel method is the input features. As for spectral features,
only the mixture log magnitude spectrum log(|Yp|) of the ref-
erence microphone p is used.

As for spatial features such as Interaural Phase Difference
(IPD), they have been typically used in a number of works in
order to train network [20, 21] and can be a combination of
cosIPD and sinIPD for the reference microphones p and another
microphone q splicing along the frequency axis.

cosIPD = cos(∠Yp − ∠Yq) (1)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed EBFMC.

sinIPD = sin(∠Yp − ∠Yq) (2)

Besides, when the number of microphones M > 2, cosIPD
and sinIPD are both F (M − 1)× T matrix where F and T are
the number of frequency points and frames respectively.

2.2. Joint embedding space learning and fusion

Joint learning is a kind of multi-task learning, which has been
successfully applied in the fields of natural language process-
ing [22] and computer vision [23]. The joint learning-based
method EBFMC firstly learns the corresponding embedding
space from spectral features and spatial features obtained from
multi-channel signals. Since the distribution of those two fea-
ture embedding space is complementary, they’re mapped into a
new embedding space by a fully connected layer.

Bidirectional long-short term memory (BLSTM) networks
are trained to map features into an embedding space. In the em-
bedding space, embedding vectors are parallel in the same di-
rection for time-frequency bins dominated by the same speaker,
or orthogonal for those dominated by different speakers. This
nature of the embedding vectors allows us to perform source
counting by performing the eigenvalue decomposition of the co-
variance matrix of the embedding vectors. The input of BLSTM
is features of the speech signals X and the output is the D-
dimensional deep embedding features V .

V = fθ(X) ∈ RN×D, (3)

where N is the number of time-frequency bins after removing
silence and fθ(∗) is a mapping function based on the BLSTM
network.

The representation V mapped into the high-dimensional
space should still describe the similarity of the time-frequency
bins, that is, the matrix Â = V V T should be equal to A =
Y Y T where Y ∈ RN×C is the one-hot representation of time-
frequency bins and C is the number of speakers. So the loss
function can be obtained as:

CY (V ) = ||Â−A||2F = ||V V T − Y Y T ||2F , (4)

where V represent the speaker embedding vectors as shown in
Figure 1 and || ∗ ||2F is the squared Frobenius norm.

To avoid explicitly constructing the N ×N affinity matrix,
it is usually efficiently implemented as follows:

CY (V ) = ||V TV ||2F − 2||V TY ||2F + ||Y TY ||2F (5)

The element at (n, n′) is 0 if time-frequency bin n and n′

are dominated by the different speaker, otherwise the element at
(n, n′) is 1 in the matrix Â orA. In other words, the embedding
vector for the n-th time-frequency bin vn = (vn,1, ..., vn,D)T

would be orthogonal to v′n if time-frequency bins n and n′ are
dominated by the different speaker, otherwise vTn v′n would be
one.

2.3. Speaker count estimation

The competing speaker count can be obtained by eigenvalue de-
composition of the mean covariance matrix of embedding vec-
tors because the embedding vectors of C speakers are orthogo-
nal to each other ideally. Suppose the mean covariance matrix
of the embedding vector is Re.

Re =
1

N

N∑
n=1

vnv
T
n (6)

Eigen-decomposition of the mean covariance matrix Re is
given as follows:

Re = UΛUH , (7)

where U denotes the matrix of eigenvectors and Λ is the matrix
of eigenvalues, denoted as:

Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, ..., λD) (8)

The rank of the covariance matrix is equal to the competing
speaker count theoretically, therefore we assume that the num-
ber of eigenvalues λ larger than a threshold th represents the
number of speakers.

Ĉ = n({λi|λi ≥ th, i = 1, 2, ..., D}), (9)

where n(∗) is the operation to compute the number of elements
and Ĉ is the estimated speaker count.

3. Experiments
3.1. Dataset

The experimental data of simulation was generated from the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ0) corpus. We created a mixture
dataset of 1-5 speakers. The dataset was divided into a train-
ing set (20,000 utterances, about 30 hours), a development set
(5000 utterances, about 10 hours) and a test set (3000 utter-
ances, about 5 hours) where the number of 1-5 speakers was av-
eraged. The length of utterances varied from about 0.8s to 16s.
Both of the training set and the development set were randomly
mixed from the source audio files in the folder ”si tr s”, while
the test set was randomly mixed from the source audio files in
the remaining two folders. All audio data was downsampled to
8 kHz in order to reduce memory and computational costs. The
data was then randomly mixed them at the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) varied from 0 to 5 dB.

To simulate multi-channel mixtures, we convolved impulse
responses with the speech signals. We used a room impulse re-
sponse (RIR) generator [24] to spatialize the datasets. As shown
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Figure 2: Illustration of experimental setup.

in Figure 2, our study considered a linear array setup, using
eight-microphone linear arrays with 2-2-2-2-2-2-2 cm. Speak-
ers were randomly located in steps of 15◦ from 0◦ to 180◦ and
at a distance of 1 m and 2 m to the array center. The length and
width of the room were both randomly selected from 5.0 m to
10.0 m, while the height was randomly selected from 3.0 m to
4.0 m. In addition, a T60 value for each mixture was randomly
drawn in the range [0.2, 0.7] s for the reverberant dateset, while
the T60 value was 0.0 s for the anechoic dataset.

3.2. Settings for BLSTM training

In this work, the deep embedding network had two BLSTM lay-
ers with 600 units. The initial learning rate of the Adam learn-
ing algorithm was 0.0005, while all models contained random
dropouts with a dropout rate 0.5. A tanh activation function
was followed by the embedding layer. Our models were imple-
mented using PyTorch deep learning framework. The window
length and window shift of STFT were 256 ms and 64 ms re-
spectively.

In addition, the silence regions of the time-frequency bins
were ignored in the cost computation during the training pro-
cess. The silence regions were defined as time-frequency bins
where the magnitude was smaller than -40 dB of the maximum
mixture magnitude.

3.3. Evaluation metrics

Success Rate [25] was applied for speaker counting perfor-
mance in this paper. Assuming that Nc(k) is the number of
scenarios that the estimated speaker count Ĉ equals the true
speaker count C and Nt(k) is the total number per class k.

SR(k) =
Nc(k)

Nt(k)
× 100 (10)

SR(k) of 100% means that the number of speakers in the
experimental setup for the class k is all counted correctly.

3.4. Compared Methods

As shown in Figure 5, the baseline method was re-implemented
with our experimental setup, which directly mapped spec-
tral features to a speaker count as described in [14] where
STFT +Classification performed best (CLSC). In contrast
to the classification-based method CLSC, the embedding-based
method (EBSC) did not directly map the speaker count, but
firstly mapped each time-frequency bin to an embedding space
and then the speaker count could be obtained by eigenvalue

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the: (a) CLSC; (b) EBSC; (c)
EBMC.

decomposition as described in part 2.3. Then a multi-channel
method combining spectral and spatial features at the input of
networks (EBMC) were introduced into the EBSC. The only
difference between the EBMC and the EBSC was that the input
of the EBMC was a combination of log magnitude spectrum,
cosIPD and sinIPD while the input of the EBSC was only the
mixture log magnitude spectrum. What’s more, the difference
between the EBFMC and the EBMC was that the EBFMC was
a feature combination method in speaker embedding space in-
stead of simply combining features at the input layer of neural
networks for the EBMC.

3.5. Results and discussion

Figure 4: Success rates with different embedding vector length
for the EBSC.

The only difference between the CLSC and EBSC was the
output of the network. The output of the CLSC was one-hot
encodings of the number of speakers while the EBSC outputed
embedding vectors. To explore the effect of embedding vec-
tor length D on speaker counting accuracy, we tuned the em-
bedding vector length of 5,10,20,40,60,80 and 100 on the train
set. Figure 3 showed that accuracies decreased as the length
of the embedding vector increased. The best SR was 81.7%
and 72.3% when the embedding vector length is 5, while the
accuracy of CLSC was 70.6% and 57.4% on the anechoic and
reverberant dataset respectively.
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Figure 5: Success rates with different threshold values for the
EBSC.

Then, to find the best parameter th in equation (9), we tuned
th with steps of 0.005 from 0.005 to 0.180 on the train set in
Figure 4. The best SRs of EBSC were 81.7% with th = 0.100
and 72.3% with th = 0.120 on the anechoic and reverberant
dataset respectively.

Furthermore, Figure 6 and Figure 7 showed SRs for the
test set of 1-5 speakers. The average SRs of the CLSC, EBSC,
EBMC and EBFMC were 70.6%, 81.7%, 85.9% and 88.5% re-
spectively on the anechoic test set, while 57.4%, 72.3%, 79.3%
and 83.7% respectively on the reverberant test set. We could
see that the more speakers, the more difficult it was to estimate
the speaker count and the EBSC always performed better than
the CLSC. It could be obviously seen that the embedding-based
method was better than the method based on classification using
neural networks. Compared with EBSC, the EBMC achieved
better accuracy on average due to the introduction of spatial fea-
tures, increasing by 4.2% and 7.0% on the anechoic and rever-
berant dataset respectively. The reason was that a spectrum em-
bedding space represented the information of speaking contents
while a spatial embedding space represented the information of
spatial orientations of speakers and they might be complemen-
tary to each other. It could be also shown that when the dataset
contained reverberation, all speaker count estimation methods
significantly performed worse.

Based on the EBMC, the proposed EBFMC counted more
accurate than EBMC except for 4-speaker mixtures on the re-
verberant dataset. EBMC and EBFMC were two multi-channel
methods. It could be obviously observed that methods of the
feature combination in the embedding space had better SR than
the method of the feature combination at the input layer of the
network on average.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a multi-channel competing speaker
count estimation method with joint deep spectral space and spa-
tial embedding space learning and fusion. We firstly trained two
BLSTM layers to extract deep embedding features of the spec-
trum information and spatial information respectively. Then
these features were mapped into a new embedding space by a
fully connected layer. Finally, We performed source counting
by computing the rank of the mean covariance matrix of embed-
ding vectors in the new embedding space. Results showed that

Figure 6: Success rates for 1- to 5-speaker mixtures on the ane-
choic test set.

Figure 7: Success rates for 1- to 5-speaker mixtures on the re-
verberant test set.

the embedding-based method EBSC outperformed the base-
line classification-based method CLSC, which meant that com-
pared with directly outputting the speaker count, the eigenvalue
decomposition was conducive to more accurate estimation of
competing speaker count. The EBMC outperformed the EBSC,
which meant that spatial features could help to improve the ac-
curacy of speaker count estimation. In addition, the EBFMC
performing better than the EBMC meant that combination of
features in the embedding space could achieve a higher speaker
counting accuracy. In the future, we will explore how to dere-
verberate based on the proposed method and apply it to multi-
talker speech separation and multi-source localization tasks.
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